Nomads (Series 1)
17 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. First Heli-Ski Decsents in Haines, Alaska
X-Games medalists Reggie & Zach Crist travel with big mountain hero Kent Kreitler to Haines,
Alaska in search of the big mountain fix that pro athletes need after a long season of competing.

2. FSX Snowmobile Mania
The worlds best freestyle snowmobilers tour in Alaska. Long time pro Ryan Britt struggles to
perform the death defying backflip in front of his home crowd while newcomer Nathan Moncrief
copes with the struggles of being a newcomer.

3. Other End of the Earth - Whitewater Fury
Kayaking New Zealand terrain is a challenge like no other. These kayakers take to the whitewater
that upholds its reputation for being an experience you will never forget.

4. Snowmobile to the Summit
The Rocky Mountains are a hotbed for snowmobile riding - from backcountry powder to ramps to
hillclimbs. Follow a season in The Rocky Mountains with top riders from around the World.

5. Storm Chasers of the West
The quintessential ski experience is the journey in search of powder. Our top pro skiers packed an
RV and hit the road in search of the deep stuff.

6. Snowmobile to the Edge
Travel the unique terrain and perfect maritime snow with some of the best and most
knowledgeable snowmobile freeriders.

7. Heli Skiing in the Mecca
Pro skiers travel to Valdez, AK and explore the terrain that has made this place famous. They take
on the fiercest terrain on the planet and push their own personal limits in the world’s largest winter
playground.

8. The Jackson Hole Experience
Home to “The Big One” and the longest continuous vertical rise in the US, Jackson Hole is where
the best skiers and snowboarders in the world arrive in search of great riding.

9. Ski Salt Lake City
Follow today’s most progressive skiers and snowboarders, as they take on everything from the
urban jib to “the greatest snow on earth” and backcountry gap jumps to big mountain lines.

10. Freeride Mountainbike in BC
Freeride in B.C. connects with the hottest mountain bikers and Freeride Entertainment as they
travel British Columbia in search of the biggest lines and biggest hucks as they push the limits of
their sport.

11. Wakeboard Hero
Blow the sport of wakeboarding wide open by documenting the life of sensation Andrew Adkison
as he films commercials, trains for competition and rides with buddies--a week in the life of one of
the sport's top pros.

12. Waiting Game
This year’s “best of the best” skiers and snowboarders rip it as the search for the most perfect
spots, the best competition, and a place to make their mark. Waiting Game follows these athletes
as they prove their worthiness to the sport they love.

13. Snowmobile Madness Across America
Take an action-packed look at the "best of" snowmobiling from the premiere season of Nomads.
Travel the Rockies to the stadiums and the peaks of Alaska, covering snowmobiling like never
before.

14. Mexico Mountain Biking Extravaganza
The rugged terrain of Copper Canyon, Mexico is the setting as the crew follows Team Maverick on
an exploratory mission. Few places on Earth rival this remote location.

15. Sin City Bike Fest
Top mountainbikers from team Santa Cruz descend upon America's number one party town, Las
Vegas. With miles of epic single-track courses of dirt jumps and tons of urban riding, Las Vegas
amazes every biker that makes their way to this unique destination.

16. Best of Mountainbike
An action-packed look at the "best of" mountainbiking from the premiere season of Nomads.
Taking the best shots, lines and antics from the whole season, this is not for the weak of heart.

17. Kayaking the Mighty Nile

Join a team of top-notch kayakers as they travel the Zambezi and the White Nile. Along the way
these riders are treated to spectacular sights and sounds of this magical land which all lends to the
magic of this journey.

